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Eastern News
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, CHARLESTON, ILL.

Kidwell Replies
This week, Kidwell's col
umn replies to last week's
aid to athletes editorial,
page 13; and the foreign
language
requirement
is
examined, pages 1, 2 and 5.

WED., FEB. 22, 1967

Contractors Fixin g T oylo r
Construction Difficulties
By Steve Fox
Examples of "faulty
or
in
complete constructio,n" in Taylor
Hall, which were listed in an ap
parently confidential report by
the men's residence hall counse
lors, are now being corrected or
will be in the near future, ac
cording to university officials.
The report, written by Donald
LaRue, director of Taylor South,
after a tour of the building by
the counselors on Dec. 8, indud
ed such items as:

12. Windows and radiators in
the stairwells and landings being
excessively dirty because they
have. not been cleaned since the
building was occupied.
13.· WATER STAINS on the
walls of student rooms from ceil
ing to floor causing a streaked
appearance "for which I can of
fer no explanation."

14. Glass inserts in lavaj;ory
shelves have not been installed.
However, it was -recommended
that they not be installed since
they serve no useful purpose
and are easily broken.
15. Disappearance of hangers
in the coat rooms because the
ones supplied \ly the contractor
(Continued on page 3 )

;t. DIRTY appearance of bath
room and shower tile floors be
cause there has never been a
sealer applied to them.

\
Photo by Betty O'Neal

A Delta Chi steps over the tail end of a half-mile of-pennies
e ind his brothers finish Saturday's big penny-stretch to
s Hall from Old Main.

X's Stretch Pennies
be
stretched
than -the
dollar
these
rding to the men of
Chi.
!'day the Delta Chi's end
-month penny collection
e Cancer Drive and strung
than a half-mile of pennies
Old Main to Andrews Hall.
r

lt,c<i

estigators
Be Here
&hree-man team appoint
!;overnor Otto Kerner to
igate
alleged
irregulari
in Eastern's building pro
will make an on-site in
of the buildings involved.
month.
'blue-ribbon"
committee
· ts of Phillip Will, Chicago
ct; Walter
E.
Hanson,
gfield engineer; and Leon
J. Graff, Skokie contractor.
ILL SAID Saturday that the
ittee has obtained the blue
of the allegedly
faulty
"ngs and is
studying
the
inJ!;'� to determine if they
done •'properly and profes-

y."
laddition to inspecting the
ings the investigating team
ntinued on page 1 2 )

�

Last Paper
paper marks the
ue of winter quar
next issue will be
15. The final exam
�
is on page 11.
begin today, the
closes Wednesday
asses
resume Mar.
.

·

Approximately $366 was col
lected in· the pi:oject which was
organized by two pledge classes
shortly before Christmas. vaca
tion. The pledges spent consi
derable time changing currency
received into pennies.
The thousands of pennies were
taped to paper register rolls for
the Saturday's exhibition.
Chairmen for the event were
D ave Griffin and Larry Cover
stone.
Currently Delta Chi's are in
the process Of UHtaping their ¢Op
per valuables.

2. Faulty plastering which has
caused cracks in walls. The plas
ter has also chipped off in strips
and has caused sloppy appear
ances, especially around the door
facings of students' rooms.
3. Unsatisfactory installation
of ceiling tiles which has result
ed in sagging, gaps between tiles
and uneven bordering braces.
4.
WATER
LEAKAGE into
the wall 'Opposite
the
shower
rooms on the first and fourth
floors.
5. Plaster holes around electri
cal switch plates due to sloppy
installation.
6. Missing exit lights through
out the
building
which
were
either not installed or stolen.
7. WATER
leakage
through
telephone
conduit
pipes
into
storage rooms and into the corridors.
8. Lack of a second coat of
paint in the corridors
of
the
south wing.
9. Poor quality paint in the
center offices, student lounges
and snack area which scars and
mars very easily.
10. CROOKED floor mouldings
throughout the building.
_,.,
11. Blistered ceiling paint in
the shower rooms due to a com
plete lack of ventilation.
·

.

Taylor's Tro u bles

By

Larry

Maddox

The paint on the ceiling of this shower room in Taylor Hall
has been badly blistered because of a complete lack of venti·
lation i n the room. This was one of 20 items of faulty or incom
pl ete construdion listed in a report of the building conditions in
Taylor by the men's residence hall counselors.

Language Requirements Being Questioned
By Chuck Tracy
Should a foreign language be
a requirement for the bachelor
of science or bachelor of arts
degree, and if so, how proficient
should a student be in a foreign
language to receive either of
these degrees ?
These questions are currently a
primary consideration of many
members of the faculty and ad
ministration as they review and
attempt to improve the present
curriculum.
WHEN THE current general
requirements for the various de
gree programs were established
in 1961, President Quincy Doud
na felt that the requirements
oqght not be changed until one
"college generation" had pagsed.
This "generation" graduated in
the spring of 1965, and since that
time various committees, dep.art
rnents and individuals have been
offering suggestions for changes

paratively few students have
been graduated with them.
IN 1964, FOR example,
442
students graduated with a B.S.
in Education, 125 with a B.S.,
nine with a B.A., and four with
a B.S. in Business.
In 1965, there were 558 B.S.
in Education graduates, 83 B.S.,
36 B.S. in Business, and eight
persons graduated with a B.A.
degree.
These
figures
were
taken
from the Bulletins for the re
spective years.

in the curriculum. .
The present foreign langua°ge
general degree requirements-36
hours for a B.A., 24 hours for a
B.S., and no
general
foreign
language requirement for a B.S.
in Education, Business, or Horne
Economics, according to the 196667 Bulletin-have been among
the most criticized of all require
ments.
THIS CRITICISM sterns from
the opinion that the strict foreign
language requirements
in
the
B.S. and B.A. programs are in
ducing students either to c hange
their degree programs to those
ar.eas where
this
requirement
does not exist, or to drop out of
school entirely.
According to George K. Coop
er, head of the business educa
tion department and ·chairman .of
the Council on Academic Affairs
(CAA ) , "We have people leav
ing the B.S. and B.A. fields by

P. Scott Smith
the scads because of the language
requirement."
The two degrees have been
authorized since 1954, but corn-

WHY ARE SO few students
graduating with a B.S. or B.A,
degree and so many graduating
with a degree in education'!...
"I don't think it is as much
because of the teacher training
influence," said P. Scott 'Smith,
professor of physics and one of
those currently concerned with
the curriculum proposals, "as it
(Continued on page 2 )
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Language Requirements Being Questio
(Continued from page 1)
is the stringency of requirements
for a B.S. or B.A. degree.
"As it now stands, the B.A.
degree is unobtainable for many
persons in a four year period,"
he said.
SMITH EXPLAINED that an
exception to this are those per
sons with a major or minor in
foreign language, history, or
other area of concentration in
which many quarter hours are
presently demanded in the general requirements.
These persons, he said, can
satisfy their
general
require
ments at the same time they are
fulfilling the1 requirements for
their major or minor.
Doudna doesn't deny that stu
dents are transferring their de
gree programs from those with
relatively stiff requirements to
' those with lesser requirements,
but he does challenge the valid
' ity of transferring.
"IT'S VERY strange if a per
son switches," he said. "It does
n't make sense. He then does not
get the degree he originally
wanted. If a person· wants a de
gree badly enough, he will not
switch programs merely because
of the requirements."
On .the other hand, Martin M.
Mie ;s, head of tbe foreign Jang- ·
uage. department, thinks· the
-Switch is taking .place in exactly
the opposite way.
When asked if he thought stu' dents were changing their degree
programs from B.S. and B.A. to
p rograms with less stringent
language requirem·e nts, he re
plied, "No, on the contrary, I
feel that most of the students
in the B.S. and B,A. programs
are those that cannot handle the
grade point average required for
the education program (2.10).
"THEY THEN enter the B.S.
and B.A. programs," he said.
Does he feel that the language
requirements .for the two de
grees are rather steep?
"Not at all. The first two
years of college study in foreign
language is remedial. It should
have been taught in high school.
"If students did have it in
high school, then they can be ex
empted here."
However, he commented, "For
thos!! who have to take 36 quar
ter hours ·of language out of
their majors, it is a problem.
We realiw that."
When
queried
as
to
his
thoughts on whether economics,
business and government should
also be required, Miess said these
subjects
"should
have
been
taught in high school."
·

·

·

that a
"remedial" program should also
be set up in these· areas for stu
dents that have -missed
these
subjects in high school?
"Yes," he replied.
Doudna has long held the
philosophy that a liberally-edu
cated man should have " a. know
ledge of some language other
than his own."
DOES

HE

DO UDNA SAID that in 195859 he proposed that one year of

foreign language be included in
the general requirements for the
B.S. in Education degree, but
this proposal was "lost in a com
promise" with the CAA.
The CAA is charged with the
prime responsibility of recom
mending academic .requirements.
Their
proposals
then
pass
through the office of Hobart F.
Heller,. vice president for in
struction, for his recommenda
tions, and on to Doudna for final
approval.
The president has the final
say in all matters .concerning
curriculum.
WHEN THE general require
ments for the B.S. and B.A. de
grees were approved in 1960, the
present language requirements
were also .the result of a com
promise with the CAA, accord
ing to Doudna.
The basis of the entire prob
lem seems to rest on the many
varying philosophies concerning
what a "liberally-educated man"
really is and how much foreign
language, if any, is necessary to
create such a man.
Miess said,- "A person graduat
ing with a bachelor of scit!nce
degree should have a working
knowledge of a foreign language.
"THOSE GRADUATING with
a bachelor of arts degree should
be able to discuss literature and
philosophy in a foreign lang
uage."
Doudna feels that when an
"educated
person"
graduates
from college, he should "have
enough foundation in a foreign
language to study it later on his
own."
Doudna in the past has quoted
a
Harvard
University
Press
statement which
begins, "The
liberally educated man is articu
late, both in speech and writ
ing. He has a feel for language,
a respect for clarity and direct
ness of expression, and a know
ledge of some language other
than his own."
DONALD P. Garner, head_ of
·

·

THINK

Donald P. Garner
the speech department and cr.itic
of the present foreign :language
structure, recently submitted a
proposal to the Letters and Sci
ences Curriculum Committee con
cerning the language require
ments.
In this proposal, he points out
that "there are a great many
qualities of the liberally-educat
ed man.
"Harvard
Univers.ity
Press
maintains that the liberally-edu
cated man must be at least 17
things.
''IF EACH discipline were con
sidered the same and each dis
cipline claimed equal opportun
ity, a student would have to have
a minimum of 612 quarter hours
to graduate with a bachelor's de
gree, (over 12 years at East
ern)."

Hobart. F. Heller

Garner's propoi>al, one of three
recently submitted to the LSCC,
calls for the elimination of the
language requirement for the
B.S. degree, and reduction
of
the requirement for the B.A.

Requirements Too Strict?
department, about_ the prospectt
in the language requirementt for

News reporter Chuck Tracy interviews
Martin Miess, head of the foreign language
degree from 36 to 24 quarter
hours.
He further proposed that "the
language requirement be left to
the discretion of the academic
departments. "
H e cited four reasons for the
proposal :
1. "EASTERN requires more
foreign
language
than
most
other colleges."
Ken E. Hadwiger of the speech
depat1;me{lt reqen,tly �d�ted l!
sui:ve.y �of the forejgp. .la!'lguage
requirements.for graduation with
a B.A. degree in 121 colleges and
universities
from
to
Maine
Hawaii.
No college in the survey has a
foreign
language
requirement
that equals or exceeds Eastern's.
THOSE COMING
closest to
Ea,stern's requirements are Wis
consin State University at Stev
en's Point, with the equivalent of
32 quarter hours required, and
Wayne State University in De
troit, where the equivalent of 32
quarter hours of language are
requir-ed in some areas of con
centration.
Of those schools surveyed, 28
quirement for the B.A. degree.
per cent had no language reOf those that did indicate a
requirement, the average num
ber of quarter hours required
was slightly over 13.
2. "The B.A. and B.S. students
are not getting the liberal edu
cation promised them."
Here Garner notes that the
hours for a degree in either pro
gram are equivalent to a minor
or more in a foreign language.
HE POINTED out that a stu
dent minoring in a foreign lang
uage to teach high school under
the B.S. in Education program
is required no more language
than a student graduating with a
B.S. degree, and is required less
language than a person grad
uating with a B.A. degree.
The proposal also says that" a
student who spends 36 quarter
hours of time studying foreign
language must of necessity spend
less or no time on other liberaliz
ing studies.
3. "It has been stated that the
study of foreign
language is
necessary to be an 'educated
man ' or a
'liberally
educated
man' or a 'broadly educated
man.'
''EASTERN, BY this philoso
phy, graduates few 'educated'
men, 'liberally educated' men, or
'broadly educated' men."
. The proposal says that fewer'
than fifty B.A: students (less
than one per cent of total East
ern graduates) have graduated

in the ·past five years.
"With minor exceptions these
would be the only people with
the minimum 'necessity' of 36
quarter hours (3 years) of for
eign language to be judged lib1'.rally educated.''
GARNER WENT on
to say
that "Eastern's catalog states
that all of its bachelor's pro
grams are 'designed to help
young peopl� become educated
i;ep so!W +rt: t�·-WJ�� '¥nee of
the; te10Jlli;' !I'
!'. .. b �
Thus,- 'says.� the ¢'oposal, B.A.
students with 36 quarter hours
of foreign language are appar
ently "broadly educated"; B. S.
students� with 24 quarter hours
of foreign language, are appar
ently "a. little ,more than half
broadly educated"; and B.S. in
Education students, with no lan
guage requirements,
"for the
most part, are not broadly edu. cated at all.''
"If there is a thermometer of
competence required in foreign
language study for various de
gree programs, it must mean
that breadth of a liberal educa
tion must not rest completely up-

if she doesn't give it to you

..•

-get it you

$4.50
$3.5C.
Stick, $1.75

Cologne, 6 oz.,

After Shave, 6 oz.,
Deodorant

Buddha Cologne Gift Package,
Spray Cologne,

$3.50

$4.00
$3.00
4 oz., $2.50

Buddha Soap Gift Set,
Cologne,

4

oz.,

After Shave,

12

oz.,

$8.50

Warbler Editors
·nted For 1968
for the 1968
htrs.ary edition
have been ap
E. "'1.ornburgh,
ons adviser.
junior English
t. Jlrospect, and
, IOphomore art
ville, have been
ditors of the
soph-

1967 Warbler. She is currently
the managing editor of the an
nual and he is the sports editor.
MISS GERLACH is a member
of Pi Delta Epsilon, honorary
journalism fraternity, and has
served as a reporter on the News.
A journalism and Spanish mi
nor, she is a resident of Ford
Hall.
Perkins is a botany minor. In
addition to his Warbler experi-

Eastern News
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·

·

ence, he has worked on his high
school newspaper, yearbook and
literary publication.
Dockweiler, a political science
minor, is a member of Pi Kap
pa Alpha social fraternity.
Al
though he has had no experi
ence with college publications,
Dockweiler worked on his high
school paper at Thornton Frac
tional South High School. He is
a resident of Taylor Hall.

E SORT of unexplain
ue in the window sills
rooms which cannot
with {)rdinary clean
ent.
blems with door locks
closers which
were
'
g resolved by the
llapplier and a Russ
ntative.
pery rods that
have
installed.
BLIC ADDRESS system
never been installed.
mplete electrical work
Erector's .apartments.
port also listed several
e to
student
damage
ty �usecleaning. Items
nt damage include dam
theft of ceiling tiles,
fland-pipe
caps,
and
to floor tiles due
to
out of dgarettes.
IDENT QUINCY Doud
.
ized the residence hall
s for not releasing the
r giving it to anyone who
lnything about the con
in �aylor.
a said they should have
the report out imme
instead of filing it away.
, he also said that there
fPparent purpose-in writ
e report since the conhave probably been at
on these items since before
'
ort was written.
lfesident explained that
actors have at least one
·

An error in last week's
torial named the Board
Covernors as the body
t cut the budget for li
ry staff, when, in fact,
as the Board of Higher
cation.

is oc
repair

TH E CONTRACTORS will not
be released from their contract
or paid for their work until it is
done, he added.
A tour of the building by a
News reporter and photog-rapher
substantiated or partially sub
·stantiated at least half of the
items of the report.
These
as
yet
uncompleted
items include no application of
sealer to floor tiles, faulty plas
tering, plaster holes around elec
trical switch "plates, missjng exit
lights, low quality paint in the
office and snack areas, lack of .
ventilation in the shower rooms,
loose coat hangers in the coat
rooms,
unexplainable
and
at
present uncleanable residue on
students' window sills, and doors

Hamand sent his statement to
the News in response to a story
and editorial
concerning- staff
shortages in the library, which
appeared in last week's edition.
Both the story and editorial
stated that the number of grad
uate assistants assigned- to the
library had been cut from three
to one although Schaupp had
asked for six.
H A M AND, HOWEVER,
not
ing that no requests were receiv
ed from the library, stated, "The
committee was well aware of,
and very
sympathetic
toward,
the sta!fing difficulties of Booth

Library Woes 1Could Be Solved
President Quincy Doudna re
stated last week that he hopes
to alleviate an anticipated staff
shortage in Booth Library by
diverting funds allocated for in
structional staff positions to the
library.
At its Jan.
1 1 meeting the
Board of Higher Education refus-

lor Construction Incomplete
year after the building
cupied to complete
or
these minor items.

PAGE 3

Library Grad Assistant
Requests Moy Be Lost
Booth Library's graduate as
sistant requests for next year
have
apparently
disappeared
•mmewhere between the library
and Old Main.
Lavern Hamand, dean of the.
Graduate School, said Friday, in
a written statement to the News,
that when the c ' ommittee which
assigns graduate assistantships
met Jan. 3, it had no requests
from the library.
R08'COE F. Schaupp, director
of library services, however, con
tends that he had submitted the
requests through
the campus
mail.

Roger Perkins

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1967

which will not close correctly.
LaRUE WAS not available for
comment at press time.
How
ever, Dwight Douglas, dorm di
rector of Taylor North, said
that in general the items in the
report were being completed or
corrected.
Douglas referred the News to
Everett Alms, director of the
Physical Plant, and Ernest Cole,
housekeeping administrator. ·Cole
said that he was only a liaison
between the residence halls and
the architect and contractor.
COLE A LSO said that he had
never seen a copy of the report.
Alms could not recall seeing the
report but said that it 'Yas not
confidential.
Donald A . Kluge, dean of men,
who was present during the tour,
indicated that the report was
well-founded.

ed to approve a request by Doud
na for a $ 142,000 increase in the
1967-69 budget for the purpose
of increasing the library staff.
LAST
F.
Roscoe
WEEK
Schaupp, director of library ser
vices, predicted that service may
have to be cut back, due to a lack
of staff stemming from the denial
of funds by the board and a cut
back in the number of graduate
assistants in the library.
After
Schaupp's
statement,
Doudna again re-emphasized the
hope that library service could
be maintained through the diver
sion of funds.
However,
the
president did
note that the implementation of
the new addition to the library
would be slowed down by the
staff shortage.

Library and voluntarily recom
mended two (note-two, not one,
as reported in both the stocy and
editorial) assistantships be as
signed to the -library ; President
approved
this
Quincy Doudna
recommendation.
"No Library request was re
ceived for assistants for the sum
mer session and none were rec
ommended.
"For those who doubt the vera
city of a mere dean, the above
facts may be checked with two
vice presidents."
HOBART F. HELLER, vice
instruction, and
president for
William H. Zeigel, vice president
for administration, are the other
two members of the committee.
Schaupp, however, questioned
why the committee didn't notify
him when it realized that it had
not received any library requests.
Schaupp said that this year
the library was being staffed by
two graduate assistants assigned
to the library and one from edu
cation.
HE STATED that he had ask
ed to double the number for next
year.
Although the number was re
duced to two, Schaupp said that
there is a possibility that the
library may get
an
assistant
from the mathematics depart
ment.
Such an arrangement was set
up for this year Schaupp said,
but it didn't materialize.

Palmer Appointed Acting
English Department Head
Francis W. Palmer, professor
of English, has been appointed
acting head of the English de
partment for the 1967-68 aca
demic year,
President
Quincy
Doudna announced Monday.
Palmer has been here since
1945. He was adviser to the News

from 1945 to 1959.
OTHER appointments include
Wityne D.
Coleman,
assistant
professor in the School of Indus
trial Arts and Technology, to
head of the department of indus
trial technology, effective Mar.
9. Coleman has been here since
1957.
Sidney R. Steele, professor of
chemistry, :will be nead of the
chemistry department, effective
Sept. 4. He has been here since
1947 and is head of the Artists
Series Board.
Alphonso J. DiPietro, profes
sor of mathematics, will be head
of the mathematics department,
effective Sept. 4. He has been
here since 1959.

Co l lector's Ite m ?
When the "King of Beers" rolled onto cam
pus last week, Thomas and Taylor Hall resi
dents thought they had the biggest haul ever
in the history of beverage container collecting.
However, the prize specimen actua lly belonged

Photo by

"

\

.Jerry DeWitt

to the contractor working on the Booth Library
Annex a n d he wasted no time in removing the
label,
m uch to the chargin of the would-be
collectors, who, after this photo
was
taken,
painted their claims on the vehicle.

WILL IAM J. M.cCABE, assist
ant professor of men's physical
education, will be acting director
of 'thletics for the 1967-68 aca
demic year. He has been here
since 1962. For the past two sum
mers he has been acting director
of athletics.
Elizabeth Michael,
professor
of French, becomes acting head
of the foreign language depart
ment for spring quarter. Miss
Michael has been here since 1930
and once before served in this
capacity.
.
P. Scott Smith, professor of
physics, will be acting head of
the department of physics for
summer quarter. He has been
here since 1953.

·
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Language Requirements A Failure
Eastern's rather unusual foreign lang
uage requirements are a failure and should
be changed immediately.
Instead of contributing to the "well
rounded" education of Eastern students,
the foreign language
requirements
are
actually defeating this purpose.
THE REQUIREMENTS for the bache
lor of science and arts degrees are exceed
ingly strict-two years for a
B.S.
and
three for a B.A.
Under the B.S. in Education .program
a student has an option under the humani
ties requirements which allows
him
to
avoid taking any foreign language in
most majors.
As a result, the non-education pro
grams have ·remained in a state of under
. development and Eastern's teachers' col
lege curriculum has been perpetuated.
STUDENTS WITH no intention of
teaching or who will go into teaching oniy
as a last resort are being forced into teach
er education due to the strict non-educa
tion language requirements.
Foreign languages are just what their
name connotes-foreign. To the average
student the study of a foreign language is
the most difficult of academic challenges,

but one with the fewest rewards.
MOST STUDENTS will never use their
language training and· a great proportion
will forget it.
.
The definition of a liberal education
at the present time seems· to be oversim
plified. An overemphasis is being put on
the value of foreign language study..
FOR SOME reason the person who
masters a foreign -language is thought to
be more "well-rounded" than one ·who does
not.
This is a niisconception. Learning. a foreign language is basically an exercise
in' memorization and . does not require a
great· deal of reasoning power.
A comparative study of languages
would probably be of more value.
·

·

AFTER WITNESSING the failure of
the present language
requirements,
the
university should waste no time in adopt
ing a more realistic policy and reduce the
requirements to one year for the B.S. and
two for the B.A.
The effort being put into learning for
eign languages could then be put to better
use in the study of a wider range of hu
manities or in major or minor fields. .
-Bill Kaczor

Finals Approaching
Intensive study is the order of the day as fiital
approach. The results will be eagerly anticipated by
parents and draft boards.

Barb
Speaks:

Does Eastern· Need Stadium?
We now have a stadium in the planning
stages.
But do we need a stadium? Are there
other things we need more? For instance, an
auditorium?
LET US CONSIDER the use a sta
dium would receive as opposed to the use
that would be made
of an auditorium.
Which would be used more often? An audi
torium.
Which would receive greater crowds?
On the basis of past experience, we must
again say the auditorium. At a recent bas
ketball game, Tom Katsimpalis, athletic
director, reported to the Student Senate,
there were less than 300 spectators.
_

AN AUDITORIUM, on the other hand,
would house the Fine Arts and Artists
and Lecture Series, as well as theatre pro
ductions and concerts put on by various
campus organizations.
And we would be able to get better
programs if there were adequate facilities.
Many performers flatly refuse to perform
in a gym.

�LETTERS l

Next year we have only three home
games scheduled thus far. Is
it worth
spending $1.7 million for a facility that
would be used only three times a year
or even four or five times a year? How
ever, conceivably, other uses could be made
of the stadium.
WE COULD GO together with Char
leston High School to combine facilities.
This would not only save money for both
groups, but also would provide a better
facility for each of us.
The present bleachers are not safe.
They are old and shaky and will have to be
replaced before long. It has been suggest
ed, however, that the building of the sta
dium be put off for a few years and move
able bleachers be installed instead.
·

There are many things that Eastern
needs. At this point we cannot say whether
the stadium or one of many other things
should receive top
priority.
But
many
things need to be considered before con
tracts on the stadium are signed.

LITTLE

MAN ON

CAMPUS

Doudna said that it had never
been brought to his attention be
fore and that he would imme
diately look into the matter.
I R ECEIVED a letter Tuesday
which said, in essence, that the
universicy could not insure any
thing that did not belong to the
university. It went on to say that
if the parents have a full home
owners policy, it would cover the
students'
possessions
in
the
'dorms.
Now, what does this mean?
Well, it means that if, (that word
again-which
is
the
largest
small word in the dictionary) if
there should ever be a fire or
some sort of damage to the
dorms, there would be no insur
ance to cover the personal be-

Eastern

Student Gives Support

To Athletic Aid Plan
Dear Editor:
In your article, "Athletic Aid :
A Contradiction," last week, you
pointed out that the "general
student population" should be
considered most.
I agree. You also illustrated
this fact by showing that the
students ' lack of interest in bas
ketball (having only 300 stu
dents at the last game), and be
cause of this discounting the
need for athletic aid.
I HAPPENED to be here, how
ever, in 1964-65 when Eastern's
record in basketball was revers
ed. I remember that· everyone
yelled-"Kansas
City,
Kansas
City." You had to get to the gym
an hour early for a seat.
Our record in athletics has
been fairly poor, but from prev
ious experience people know that
you need the personnel to win
consistently in any sport.
The half-rides could give our
(Continued on page 7)

longings of the st
as the univeral. it
And, as far as
whose parents do not
plan, there is no
their losses.
I AM urgint eadi
student who lives in
check with his or
and bring this fact
tention.

In a news conference with
President Quincy Daudna, I ask
ed him why the university didn't
and if it couldn't insure personal
belongings in the dorms.
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Submits Proposal In Rebuttal
system now in effeet, whereby
students with high school fox
eign language credits can be ex
empted from a certain number
APHY depart
of required language hours, as
�ongly that all
of
concept
emphasizing this
a� of the de
"competence."
lworking toward,
He also said that when evalu
e foreign Jangating the requirements of other
0•111, submitted . colleges ; one must keep in mind
the language admission require
a 7'!buttal to the
ments at that school, and must
sal.
determine if the lariguage cour
quotes the 1966
ses required are literature cour
"General liberal
ses.
in
are available
If they are literature courses,
those
"plines for
he said, "two years of previous
d education . . . "
(language) study at the college
"1otes a Yale facullevel is presupposed.
a IJ.er ally educat
ALL THREE proposals have
iS position on
been .forwarded with no com
ges in developing
ment to the CAA.
The.CAA itself has been work
ing on ·curriculum requirements
in general, including foreign
language requirements.
Another of several proposals
is being drawn up by Vice Pres
ident Heller, an ex-officio mem
ber of the CAA.
·

d to the exemption

MOST OF THE proposals tend
to favor drastic liberalization of
the general requirements in all
degree programs.
.
A census of the proposals
indicated a tendency to group
subjects together in one of three
fields of humanities, social stud
ies and the sciences and mathe
matics.
Under a program such as this,
a . student would be required a
specified number of hours in his
major and minor, and a certain
number of hours in courses re
quired by state law.
A CERTAIN mnnber of hours
would also be required in each
of the three general areas, but

the student would be relatively
free to select specific subjects
from within these areas.
According to Heller, "the re
quirements will be changed and
in all probability the- foreign
be
will
language requirement
changed rather significantly."
Doudna said that the require
ments will probably go into ef
fect the fall quarter of 1968.
THERE is a slight chance they
will become effective in the
fall of 1967, but since the catalog
for that �ar has already been
sent to be printed, it is doubtful,
at best, he indicated.
Will the changes affect stu
dents currently enrolled at East
ern, or will they affect only those
who enter school after the effec
tive date of the changes?
THIS QUESTION was posed
to Heller, and . brought this reply:
"When changes are made that
requirements,_ a
the
tighten
schedule is worked out so that
the student who has passed the
point at which he should have
met the requirement is not held
responsible for the new require
ment, but students who have not
reached that point are held re
sponsible.
"When revolutionary changes
are made, as· they were in 1961,
students currently enrolled ar.e
permitted to choose whether to
meet the old or the new require
ments.
"No student is· likely to be
hurt (by the new requirements).
If anything, the students are
likely to be helped." .

·

Scruggs Resigns;
To Teach Again

OPEN f'ON.-SAT. AT 6:00 A. M.
-

12:00 P. M.

UNIVERSITY LANES
Route 130 & Lincoln Street

hall,

we

let

They made another onslaught, but were again repelled.
We were too firmly entrenched to be routed - and besides,
'the directors and dean of men were outside - so they
didn't try again.

Not o h ly did it drench him, but it also soaked the di
rector and the RA's gathered in front of the porch.

Soon our corridor was flooded: one member of our
gtoup had poured water under every door while another
::;lid up and down the hall on his behind.

We slept soundly that night - more soundly than did
the men who charged up to the town square and opened all
the fire hydrants on the way. And more soundly than did
the residents of Charleston who declared till the end of
the· quarter any group of three was a mob and liable to be
arrested.
We all had fun. But the next fall letters were sent to
all parents saying that even innocent bystanders to,another
such display of vulgarity would be kicked out of school.

University
Florists

�

I THINK IT'S T
sider its stand.

ll�1E

Richardson
•

•

Herrli

Schult

•

•

Hillcrest

Payment Dollar For Dollar - Up To $300.
p.m.

DI 5-3993

week

days

-

H ELP WANT ED
Apply In Person
LITTLE VENICE

Parkwood

ST UDENT BONUS: We Match Your Down

Open 1-9

for the administration. to recon

Failing that, let's paint Old Main red.

"Experts In Wheel Estate"
•

.

This spring the Student Senate could plan a water fight
out on Lincoln Field - to be supervised, of course, by the
campus cops.

Harpster Mobile Homes Sales

Snack Bar

PHONE DI 5- 5444

SUNDAY

Hand Made
By FRANKOMA

Across from Pem Hall
Phone 345-2179

Qr'EN BOWLING EVERY DAY

AS THE "ENEMY" crept close to the
loose with our water. They were repelled.

BY 2 A.M. WE had the shaving cream off the walls,
the water off the floor, the bedding mostly dry and. we
were ready for bed.

Metrocolor

-

We filled everything from balloons to glasses, from
popcorn poppers to wastebaskets with water.

Come In And See

1n Panavisioff

- Billiards

I REMEMBER THE infamous water fight of my
freshman year. Now THAT was fun.
Rumors spread for a couple days
before the fact that there was going
to be an attack on Lincoln and Doug
las Halls.
heard
we
In the dark of night
rumblings down by what Hiram Thut,
in his botany lectures, always called
Golf Ball Pond. (That was before Lantz
Gym was built.)
.
SUDDENLY WE could see t,hem.
There were hundreds of men. They de
scended in hordes on the halls, carrying
containers of every kind filled with
slimy pond water in their hot little hands.
But while they were rumbling, every man in Douglas,
and especially on Third Floor West - where I lived at the
time - was filling containers with water too.

ONE UPPERCLASSMAN had crawled out on the roof
of the back porch of Bouglas. But Third West was ready for
him. Out into the lounge we went and out the window onto
the porch roof a wastebasket full of hot water went.

'.l1 I@�'
and

What we need around here is a good riot.
Perhaps I should phrase that differently. What we
need around here is a good way to let off steam in physical,
fun, mob action.

Walter M. Scruggs, the form
ulator and first director of the
Division of Life Sciences, has
resigned the latter position to
full-time
devote his time to
'teaching of zoology.
His resignation is effective at
the close of summer quarter.

m-g-m presents

Hanf ts
Jewelry

Time For Another Riot

By this tim e we were having a good ti]ne and weren't
about to stop. We continued on our own.

The EIU MUGS
so high, to blaze so
righter - this "futur·
part of our special
Star collection, it's
STAR and it starts at
Bride's Circlet $20.
ltint1 enlarged lo show deLliL

Joolnoles

·

1-6

p.m.

Sundays

300 West Lincoln

LAMPERT'S
Jewelry & Gifts

MATTOON, ILLINOIS
Complete Diamond Ring
selection. Sets priced from
$49.�0.
Matching wedding bands.
Sets from $19.95.

Gifts For All

Occasions
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By Judy Kallal

Kelley, Muchmore H o n ored By Senate

Land Of Jolly Green
Palms Faces Threat

Two senators were presented
Outstanding
Senator
awards
and the new officers were sworn
in at' the Student Senate banquet
last Thursday.
Bruce Kelley, senator from In
dependent Student Association,
and Dennis Muchmore, senator
from Delta Sigma Phi, tied for
the Outstanding Senator award
in a secret ballot by the senate
earlier in the "quarter.
BOTH SENATORS have been
active, outspoken and at· times
controversial. Kelley was the
senate's
Elections
Committee
chairman, and Muchmore was
chairman of ·the Executive Ad
visory Committee.
Swearing-in ceremonies were
held for the new student body
officers - Jim Edgar, president;
Jay Stortzum, vice president;
Winifred Berni, secretary; and
Jan Mack, treasurer.
Guest speaker at the banquet
was Senate Adviser Rex. P. Syn
dergaard, who praised the sen
ate for the work it has done.
CITING reapportionment as
one
of
the
senate's
most
outstanding
accomplishments,
Syndergaard said if more stu
dents realized how -much the sen-·
ate put into its work, "you
wouldn't have to drag them by
their feet to get them to follow
along."
Jeff Benning, retiring Student

Russian Meeting Set
The Russian Club wil( meet at
7 p.m. tonight in Room 118 of
Coleman Hall. The meeting will
feature Russian dances, folk
songs and games.
Anyone interested in future
membership is invited to attend.

With one last thud of a chemistry book onto a '11
book Library shelf the duds are jammed into one's ca
bag anl},. it's off to the land of the jolly
Florida, baby, where you keep the faith
break.

..

Photo b y Betty O'Ne 1

Senators Honored

Senators Dennis Muchmore (left) and Bruce Kelley (right)
are awarded outstanding student senator plaques by retiring
senate president, Jeff Benning (center) at the annual Senate
Banquet Thursday night.
Body President, made a "fare
well speech" in which he wished
the new senate more success than
he had had.
Benning also presented three
foreign students with scholar
ships. The students were Muh
ammad Ismail, Joel Otieno and
Alireza Seyedrabi.

Commenting on his own ex
perience, Benning said, "you can
be criticized for going too slow,
but you can't change the univer
sity in a day."
HE ALSO commented that he
found it easier to work with ad
ministrators, the newspaper and
the senators than against them.

Florida, the proverbial fun-in-the-sun spot., hos
world's annual unorthodox; unof
youth convention.
THE SPRING kingdom for
ed beer lovers from BerkleJI and
State alike does have its tourist
bles with the college migrant�
Currently Florida is "where
boys AND the police are."
Besides routine riots,
blanket-tossing contests,
im
guitar concerts and LSD orgies,
police have a beaut of a problem
liquor.
THIS YEAR, in frantic hopes of curbing thOl8
dents . already spreading terry towels on the beach
those on the way, police issued a special bulletin
liquor consumption-you can't drink, _kids, unless
of age, (21) annums).
And Florida bartenders have promised not to
a.ny free church keys to minors.
As police polish their billy

clubs

and

'

ida's luxuriou·s spring feast days_..:.the students the
FLORIDA- JUST ain't as sunny as it u
'Qeaches are heavily dotted with guitar-pluc
the refuse of half of the tin products of the
Co.

MIAMI BEACH 'hotel owners, gentle folk w
antly grit their teeth when six coeds sign the regi
Bingle, are also overtaxed_ by the spring youth revo
They have violent dreams about all the beach
suddenly deciding to take a dip in the deep blue
nightmare's conclusion the ocean wipes up th8i
leaving the largest bathtub ring in the history' of

Serving The Finest In Pizza
*
For Delivery Service Call

-

How long before the college crowd deserts Fl
is not known. It is certain that the lolling on the
the skirting of the Atlantic waves will get passe,

5-3400

- WE DELIVER -

AND THEN THE gang will find a new place
hell other than Fort Lauderdale.

-

4 p.m. 1 a.m. Sunday thru Thursday
4 p.m. 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday

NOWHERE

It's no telling wher� youth will turn:

·

Someday even Charleston may be plugged wi
students who gather for celebration of spring
the Black Knights of the Embarras.

Fourth & Van Buren Sis., Charleston

P R E S E N T S
THIS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24

Osco Drug
DOWNTOWN
MATTOON

·

·PAGLIAl'S PIZZA
*

Tom Sawyer are easier when
you let Cliff's Notes be your
guide. Cliff's Notes expertly
summarize and explain the
plot and characters of more
than 125 major plays and
novels-including Shake·
speare's works. Improve your
understanding-and your
grades. Call on Cliff's Notes
for·help in any
literature course.

o
you
e

With the cheek-to-cheek closeness of the cro
bathers may soon be unhappy.

East Lincoln Avenue

HUCKLEBERRY FINN and

ready

clrunkometers, another pro_blem seems to oversh

The Big Band Sound Of

The Reel Blues
THIS SATURDAY, FEBi 25

MARCH 4

Another Nowhere First

The Psychedelic Sound Of

The Four-Fifths

Rhythm's Children

MARCH 11

Lothar And
Hand people
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illupport from the
ent population" if
tently winning.
l!Vish t o point out that
(in last week's Stu
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has been offering "an
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Q...l.oftleS !

·

ad.

thether any former
!astern who earned
:lllanket would refute
ride i>roposals. Did you
'tn(e the
sweat and
·ng i n an Eastern uni
an athletic field,
Mr.
N'T seem to realize
's athletes are pur-

educational goals
besides participat
tics.

11me
are,

. Corn, since an edu
lastern is so "cheap"
• k that the slight in
cost to put the halfals into effect will
people on Eastern's
to back our athletes,
and the half-ride pro-

Let me address myself to Kid
well for a moment. Mr. Kidwell,
how would you like to get up in
front of a full house at Lanti;,
clear your throat and say, "I
don't like the ham sandwiches
that the Union sends up for us
to eat in the press ,box during
football games," a11d be laughed
at and booed by 6,000 people who
are trying to show their "en
thusiasm" for you ?
. Sure, you made a ridiculous
statement and you realize it, but
you've got to stick to your guns
about it.
I THINK, Mr. Editor, that per
haps you should examine copy a
bit more closely before you print
it. I'd hate to see sportsman Kid
well represent the whole univer
sity with his view on sportsman
ship.
Sincerely,
John C. Mies
·

Editor's

note

- Tra.ditionally

the sports page of the News has
been an autonomous section, and,
therefore,

'tor :

F'obably

contents

only one of

rs you will get from

who think that some
in the

editor
don't

-

left to

Dave

believe

column on

the

Kidwell.

us,

read

for

its

sports
If

you

Kidwell's

page 13 of this issue.

*

l'feITing, of course, to

*

*

AFTER some careful thought,

I decided to seat the reviewers in

different sections of the theatre
for two reasons : ( 1 ) to permit
them to observe the perform1mce
from two different points of per
spective, and ( 2 ) to have them
review the . performance
inde
pendently and without collective
efforts.
However, if Mr. Moser does not
feel that he can make competent
judgments ' independently, then
hereafter I suggest
that
the
Eastern News
specifically re
quest two . adjoi ning seats, in
stead of two seats for their "reviewers. "
Respectfully,
Dan Bruneau
*

*

I N T H I S they have no more
right to expect an international
house, supported by student fees,
than the Greeks do. If I were
to pay another person's fees for
housing, .I would expect to get
some compensation in return. A
solution to this was never dis
cussed.
Secondly, it shoul� be pointed
out that the difference between
b.uying books
and
subsidizing
athletic aid is not a question of
principle, but one of dollars and
cents.
I do:ubt if the cost of student
fees for supporting athletic aid
would be anywhere near the cost
of textbooks each year.

*

Athletic Aid Editorial
Draws Student Protest

WE WOULD receive compen
sation for our money in the ath
letic entertainment which would
be available. to· us and from the
prestige which would be brought
to our school. Also, many stu-

Dear Editor :
An article appeared in the Feb.
15 edition of the News which in
furiated many students on cam
pus. The writer, in noting the

Facu lty Rejects
.Text Proposal
,The overwhelming defeat of
the Textbook Library proposal
by the faculty in a mail refer
endum was announced in the
Faculty Senate
meeting last
Wednesday.
The proposal for switching to
a sales system was defeated 282
to 147. The question concerning
the abolishment of the i· ental
sy�tem was responded to by 430
of the 475 faculty members who
were sent ballots.
Robert White, head of the En.
glish department and a key ad.
vocate of the
proposal,
com
mented that the
issue would
come up again in the future.
dents are in favor of subsidiz
ing athletics.
I would like to have these con
siderations pointed out, for they
weigh far more heavily than
any point brought out by the
writer of the editorial.
Thank you,
Gary A. Hansen

Ticket Seller Clai ms

by Dave
in the News toncerl\ing
at Nsketball games and
usiasm" on the part of
ments

responsibility
is

contradictions in supporting ath
ledc aid, maJe a few connauic
tions himself.
To begin with, I would like
to point out that our internation
al students do deserve many con
siderations, but in the. main they
are on an equal basis with every
one else in regard to housing.

phone call from a representative
of the News requesting two tick
ets for their '�reviewers" for that
evening's performance.

made

Intentions Good

An Enjoyable Evening With

Dear Editor:
In regards to Bill Moser's
snide comment in the last issue
of the Eastern News, about the
fact that "one doesn't make
friends and influence reviewers
by giving them two tickets in
different parts of the theatre."
I'd like to say this : I was
ticket seller for "After' the Fall,"
and on Feb. 10, I received a

made by
is better
noise at all," "when the
a few calls it doesn't
let them know it," lead
'eve that maybe Kidwell
e ltortsman that he so
tly SJurports to be.
.l\TEMENTS

, i.�., "booing

ONE HOUR MARTINIZING

BRITISH DEBATE!
o n the to pic

�ESOLVED: THE UNIVERSITY POLISHES
!Ht PEBBLE AND Dlw1S THE DIAMOND!

l

Certifies

Friday, March 10

THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING

7 :30 P .M., LIBRARY LECT URE ROOM

.

Open: 7-5 :30 6 Days

BRITISH ISLES DEBATE TEAM
Teamed

Spring Wardrobe Magic

with
Kayla Bower
and Fred

In
SHORTS

·

Moore of

SLAX - TOPS

Eastern's
Debate
Squad

Mix You r Own Potion

at

MISS I NGS
OXFORD UNIVERSITY

Hear this combination of Academic Debate and British Humor - sponsored
Forensics and the Department of Speech in cooperation with the Speech
Association of America.
by

(ACROSS FROM PEM HALL)

MR. HUNT
OXFORD U N IVERSITY
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Tri Sig's Oldest EIU . S orority
By Linda Pieper

Sigma Sigma Sigma, the sor
ority whose pledges wear the
white sailor hats, is the oldest
sorority on campus. Alpha Psi
chapter was installed Feb. 28,
1942, when EIU was called East
ern Illinois State Teacher's Col
lege at Charleston.

The Tri Sigs, whose latest pro
ject was the singing valentines,
made money by · charging coeds
for songs that were chosen to be
sung to their
sweethearts
or
friends on Valentine's Day.
from these
singing valentines was contri
buted to the Tri's main social ser
vice project, the Robbie Page
Memorial Fund.
Contributions are made f rom
each
Tri
Sig
chapter,
and
through these donations last
MONEY

·

MADE

CHARLESTON
CLEAN ERS

year, a children's isolation wing
was added to North Carolina
Memorial Hospital.
This interest and participation
in such a memorial fund may be
traced to one of the Tri's prin
ciples, which is "to develop so
cial consciousness through plan
ned welfare work."

ANOTH ER.
F U TU R E
fund
raising project will be the Tri's
White Elephant Sale in April.
The money made from this sale
wiil be used in the upkeep of
Sigma Sigma Sigma's national
house in Farmville, Va., called
the Mabel Lee Walton House.
Another principle of the Tri
Sig's is "to build self-confidence
through supervised activities in
leadership." Tri leadership can
be traced from Student Senate
officers to the varsity and fresh
man - sophomore
cheerleading
squads.
Both retiring Student Senate
Secretary Marty Cropper and
newly elected Student Senate
Treasurer Jan:lce Mack are ex
amples of Tri Sig leaders.

THE
SORORITY
also has
four members on the Porn Pon
Squad and six Tri Sig's were
elected to Who's Who last fall.
Another Tri
leader, Sharon
Corey, sorority president last
year, has been nominated by the
chapter and alumnae for
the
Mabel . Walton Award.
.

Quality Cleaning
We Give S & H
Green Stamps
Pick up and delivery
Service
6 1 0 6th Street
Phone 345-6255

ACCORDING TO Caryl Dagro,
Tri Sig sophomore, "this award

SPRING IS ON THE WAY ! COME IN
AND SEE US ABOUT

YOUR New Honda
SURE, WE'RE EXPANDING, BUT WE'RE
NEVER TOO BUSY TO SERVE YOU.
THE ·TIME IS RIGHT!

McArthur
Enterprises, Ltd .
I 0th and Lincoln

345-6544

is presented to the girl who has
shown · outstanding
leadership
within the chapter, on campus,
and who has the potential for
leadership as an alumna."
Sigma Sigma Sigma will cele
brate its twenty-fifth anniver
sary here with a banquet at the
Union Mar. 18. At the same time,
the Tri Sigs will celebrate their
National �'ounders' Day. Charter
members will be invited back and
alums will return.

Music Grou p
Gives Concert
The Eastern Illinois University
Symphonette, conducted by Earl
Boyd, instrumental music depart
ment · head, will present its win
ter concert at 4 p.m. Sunday,
Feb. 26, in the Fine Arts Thea
tre.
The orchestra will perform
works by Handel, Schubert, Han
son, Copland and Donald Reed.

REED,
DIRECTOR
of the
stage band here, has written a
special arrangement of tunes
from "The Sandpiper," "Gold
finger" and "Dr. Zhivago" and
has entitle<! it "Sunday After
noon at the Movies."
Reed wiJI conduct this work.
John Schuster, English horn,
and George Westcott, trumpet,
are soloists in "The Quiet City"
by Copland. Both are faculty
members.

Branson Ta/ks Here
Keith Branson, Mattoon real
estate agent, was the speaker at
the Feb. 9 professional meeting
of Delta Sigma Pi.
After he spoke on real estate,
a question and answer period fol
lowed.
The business fraternity also
announced
their
outstanding
pledge for 1966-67. He is Bill
Hanfland, accounting major from
Neoga.

Sig

Tau's Looking For Alumni
B y Phyllis Bartges

A committee of seven Sigma Tau Gamma& are
ing a project to trace the addresses of some 840
brothers scattered across the United States.
The findings of the committee will then be
iHto an a'.umni directory which will be published by
THE DIRECTORY will benefit the men of the
nity in several ways. The m
pose of the book is fo allow the
have a handy guide to the l
other brothers, and thus
the bond of Sig Tau brotherh

ton, Delta Zeta
Sam Fosdick to
Delta
Jim Biros to Diane Vitko, Andrews Hall
ENGAGED :
Jack Ehlert to Margie White, Sigma Sigma
Jack McKenna to Sherry J oseph, Andrews.
Terry Friese to Carmen "Mickey,. Hansen.
*

*

*

·

Paints

Gifts
Electric Applia nces

Glass

Spo rting Goods

Dishes

*
" We GIFT WRAP"

FROMMEL HARDWARE

720 Ja ckson
Call 345-5433

FOR THAT REALLY -

"SPECIAl" DATE

Price ! !
$3 .98 Album
$4.98 Album

Example - Reg ula r

_ _ _ _ _

$1 .97
$2.47

Alpert - The Stones - Monkees - Sinatra & Many More ! !

SEEI NG IS BELIEVI NG - RUSH TO THE

O.K. RECORD SHOP
"Where The Swingers Are"
N ext to the Will Rog e rs Theatre
PHONE 345-53 1 9

*

South Side Square

Special Racks Of "THE HOT ALBUMS"

Stereo

•

Congratulations to the four winners of St
sponsored by the men of Pi Kappa Alpha. They
Kappa, Sigma Sigma Sigma, Delta Chi, and
Epsilon.
A final word of caution - beware the G
those fuzzy hamburgers.

Register For ·
Drawing!

R E C 0 R D
R I 0 T ! !
1
2

*

It's hard tp believe that winter quarter is j
over. The Greeks are already making plans for thia
spring quarter· which will include such things
rush, spring formals, altruistic work and the bi
event, Greek Week.
.
ALL FIVE OF the campus sororities have
their candidates for "Greek Queen," and the fra
have put up their candidate.s for "Greek King."
be formally -announced later.
Greek Week of 1967 has been revised in sev
More on this next quarter.

Free Sweater
WE'RE HA ¥,NG A

•

The men of Alpha KapP1
have announced the followin&8
and engagements.
PINNED :
Rick Windsor to Sue Hin
Zeta
Dave Hutton to Carole H

H ousewa res

Charleston
Knit Shop

*

*

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

College Master
Guaranteed by a top com p a ny
No war c l a use
Exclus ive benefits at spec i a l
rates
Prem ium deposits deferred u n- .
til you a re out of school

DICK MARTI N

U S GRANT MOTOR
Rt. 16 Downtown, �all

Home of Good F

DON WYKIS

Bldg., Suite 202
Charleston, Illinois

Rardin

Phone :

Take Her To Dinner Al

345-7064

FOR RESERVATION CALL
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Official Notices
ien of any

official

to be considered of
-·fication
of

1·

the

for

All persons
for

all

University

reading

cc

dents going through the line.
The da�i:; s h cfu 1e s w i l l be cant
crlletl
for
thoMe students
not
com
pl0t irur rf'gistrati-0n
on
the
above
Uate::h
Samu'el J. Taber

Assi�tant

are

Dean
& Advisement

Registration

the

•

•ch week.

Campus Interviews
2:J-Hyster; I.B. M.--Data Pro
C't-asi n g ; l' ARCO; Blue Island
RchJ.; La Gr ng e Park Sl'hls. ;
Fell. �4-La nca,.ter
Ca lif. .
Schls. :
..
Dekalb Scljls . ; Snell
Oil ; Ma•on
C it y Schie . � Mt. Prospect - River
'rn::1. ile Sc..·hls. ; Lin o ln SC"hls . ;
Xldrox;
March t-Jeffer1r<>n Coun ty, Colo.
St· h l s . ;'
March U--Los A ngele s , Calif. Sehls. ;
DtPl. of the Army; Davenoort,
Iowa Hc.:hls . ;
l\Itirl'h 10--F'ireeton e : Sit. L·ou ls , Mo.
okhls. ; Anaheim, Calif. Seh l•. :
M1trch l:l--Oary. I n d . Sch ls. ; . U•co;
Ke mper lu s . ; HutsonvUJe Hchls.;
Pl'OYiao TWP. HS, Maywood;

.F'eh.

a

c

l:ARCO;
�fun·h J4-\Voo lwotth ; :-;tate }<'arm
ln�i Il i ch 1.'wTJ. 'HS. Park Fores t i·
Ottawa 8 hl�. ; Champaign Elem.
H"hl�. ; �unru.y D X ;
March 1 ;) - Internal Revenue� Kal
amazc>0, Mich. S hls . ; Aeronautical
Ch ar t & Informalio,fJ. ; J. C. Ptlnney;

c.:

c

Pl'teraliurg S\'.'hls.
Robert· E. Jon e s
Acting Director .of

Plarement

Lm.
m.

•

•

ll ::JO a.m.

• 4 :00 p.m.
there will be some students
U .(lecessary to co mpl et� on

g

we s ug e st that you
the second or t h ir d if your
Uun aebedule permlle. There
yantag� I n being ftTst and

<day,

so tbsough Te�tstret ion mo re
1rben there are fewer stu·

•

Placement Registration
All seniors graduatlpg at t h e end
of t he '\Vinter QuarteT are reminded
that
al l
placement · materials
muat
be tur ned in before the diploma or
Cards of E nti t l ement can be releas

ed .

Rol>E'rt
Acting

E.

Jones

Director

oJ

Placement

WttEN I WAS STI L.L I N
COLLEGE I HEARD T+tAT
WHEN YOU ·WENT ro WORK
IN A LARGE CORPORATION

.••

Job Directory Now Available
Women between the ages of 18
and 25 are needed this summer
at Camp Sacajawea in Boone, la.
Twenty-five positions, paying
from $200-$700, are available at
the camp, which is among hun
dreds of listings in the National
and International Summer Jobs
Directory now available for ref
erence in the financial aids of
fice.
T H E · OFFICE has· also
com
piled a speciai summer camp di
rectgry to further assist students
in finding summer work. Both
guides are on display
in the
waiting room of the Financial

Meeting Attended
By Hom e Ee Cl ub
The Home Economics Club was
represented · by 25 girls at the
WIIM Conference held in Chi
cago Friday and Saturday.
Home ei;onomics majors from
the four states represented by
WII M-Wisconsin, IIIinois, Iowa
and Michigan - heard lectures
on the conference's topic, "How
Home Economists Relate to the
Community."

\

Aids Office in Buzzard House.
Opp ortunities
for work
at
Pemegewasett ( a boys' camp in
New Hampshire ) or
in
South
Cadbury, Somerset, England ( as
sisting with archaelogical exca
vation ) are among the job gems.
For the theatre arts buff,
work at Garett County Playhouse
in Deep Creek Lake, Oakland,
Md., may be in order.
THE PLAYHOUSE is hunting
for five actors, three actresses,
two apprentices and three theatre
technicians.
Any
Eastern
student from

WAS PAPER WORK

\

THAT WA'3
LAST JUNE.

\

New York should also check on
the Urban Corps information at
the center.
Urban C-Orps work arranged
for students who live in the
vicinity of metropolitan New
York offers work in the ff elda of
law, communications, science and
other fields. .
PAY, BASED on c·ollege class,
ranges from $2 to $3 an hour.
For a better chance at posi
tions, especially overseas jobs,
students should apply immediate
ly before leaving school on quar
ter break.

Harmony Guitars

r

See The New

1 65

-

$47 .50

H a r m ony's Newest Flat Top Classic

Shop Today At The TINKLEY BELL
O n e Stop Shopping Fo r The Student
ACROSS FROM DOUGLAS HALL

lH EY PUT YOU JN -A
TRAI N I NG- PROGRAM
AND ALL YOU DID

\

AND THOUGHT ABOUT
WH AT YOU WOULD DO
I F O NLY TH EY ASKED YOU
m 00 SOMETH ING.

Page 9

Eastern News

Open 1 0 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

AND WENT TO

SOME LECTURES AND
WATC-HED OTtl ER

PEOPLE WORK .
\

BEFORE I
WENT TO WORK
AT GT& E

'

jj
/L�·-·

..

,/
G°f&E
/
G EN ERAL TELEPHO N E & ELECTRO N ICS I S DI FFERENT. , GEN ERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
730 THIRD AV ENUE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017
GOTANY IDEAS W E CAN U S E?. ,-'/
,,,/
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Peter And Gordon
Undoubtedly the nicest mem
ber of Wednesday's Peter and
Gordon Show was Clyde Pritt.
Pritt, a " pleasant chap from
Indianapolis, was the party's bus
driver. He helped the performers
with their equipment and insisted
on introducing me to every mem
ber of the P & G troupe he saw.
(At the evening's end, he even
helped me on with my coat.)
ORIGINALLY a West Virgin
ian, Pritt has driven for Mitch
Miller and Art Linkletter.
He
commented that he really was
able to know stars by traveling
with them.
I asked Pritt what he thought
of Peter and Gordon.
"These
boys
are
different;
they laugh at odd things,"
he
replied. "But, then, they're Eng
lish, you know." ·

"WE DON'T play just tee
bop shows anymore," Peter say
"Where do you like to p
best, Gordon ? " I asked.
"Cabarets-where do you Ii
to play ? " he countered dryly.
"WOULD YOU ever like
play cabarets again ?-ll'l ventu
"Ah couldn 't-there ain't
money there," said Gordon.
The frankness of the :i!od
duo
was
utterly' captiva
Gordon was asked if he loo
forward to the evening!jj ap
ance.
"NOT REALLY-you see,
got this awful gut ache." c
the answer.
Gordon smoked much and
fully knocked the cigarette
into a neat pile on the f.IOpr,
regular "Alfie" sort, Gordoa
a man you couldn't love,
couldn't hate either;
Peter spoke of his two
haired sisters who are at
ing film and "telly" caree
'ave two sisters. One is f
the other, infamous."

"THIS'LL 'A VE ta' be thrown
out before next time," Gordon
said of his mod suit.
I had been warned that Peter
would be the more communica
tive of the two, but I soon found
Gordon, a true wit, to be the
better conversationalist.
"Do you dress comfortably for
your performances ? " I asked.
"WELL, NO-NOT a-tall," re
plied Peter, who wore a velvet
waistcoat. "We dress for the oc
casion rather than comfort."
"I don't feel comfortable in

COVALT ' S
Drug Store
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
•

these bloody things, 'ats i
sure," Gordon put in, pointing
his trousers.
Peter and Gordon in conver
sation make little secret of tbt
fact that they're both gold-ditl
gers.

GEITING TO meet the Eng
lish ( Gordon is actually Scot
tish ) was not nearly as difficult
as getting to understand their
unique philosophies of life.
I met a slightly mustached
Gordon
Waller
downstairs
at
McAfee Gym as he was leaving
the dressing room . .
"May I go in ? " I asked timid
ly.
"ENTER AT your own risk
he's in a bad way tonight,'' Gor
don said in a clipped British ac
cent as he shook his head in
mock seriousness.
I entered and met 22-year old
Peter Asher, a pert, red-haired,
robin of a man who was nervous- ·
ly fiddling with the cuffs of his
blue silk shirt. He wore over
sized black glasses.
Gordon, a disheveled man of
21, returned, cigarette in mouth,
and cast a gaze at his dark pin
stripe . suit in the mirror.

By J udy Kallal

Open 8 a.m.

They' re 'Different'

- -

9 p.m.

C lose 6 p.m. Saturday and
· a l l day Sunday

Photo by Jim Dedman

COSMETICS

CHARDA' SHOPPE

R U B I NSTE I N

Kitty Corn � r from Pem Hall

R EVLON

GIFTS

MAX · FACTOR
MATCHA B E LLI

Ta ke It, ·Gordo n
Gordon, in pinstri pe suit and stack-heeled shoes, si ngs
"Sunny" to a full house at McAfee- Gym a s a bestpectacled Peter
watches him from the side. The Britishers' appeara nce was
sponsored by Thomas Hall.

G· r e e n ' s

We have them for occasions

CHANE L

that a ren't
•

Broasled Chic�ren

•

Home Made Ice Cream

•

WA NT · yo

•

•

Sel l ?

Hi�Burger

Delicious Food In Downtown Charleston

•

Buy?

Trade ?

Rent?
Fou nd?

Lost?

Advertise . For It

In The N EWS
1"

. ..

1 Week

--

.90

..

DEADLINE

-

I WEEK PRIOR

TO PUBLICATION !

I asked Gordon if fans
tried to snatch locks of
shaggy hair.
"YE S, I LOST some the
night. They just pulled it
out."
"And what do you do
this happens ? " I asked.
"I usually turn
give 'em a punch in the
"EVEN IF they're gir
wondered aloud.
"Yeah," Gordon said. "I
like NOBODY grabbill'
'air."
The subtle, biting
of Gordon and the aloof.
replies of Peter were a
Peter admitted thaf at
and Gordon "have blo
that sort of thing," but
always come back to w
each
other-proti.a
money in their names.
BOTH
intensely
worried
W
night about the "dead"
1
'1It s dyin', baby,"
Peter as he got- readt
stairs for the perfor
Once upstair� both
ers roamed at ease
stage and took peekl a
ence. A show photogr
Gordon if he were re
picture.

Som eth ing

Swap?

PETER LOOSENED up
show time by tuning bis
in the corner as Gordon a
ly spied himself in the
and tried to slick his s
hair down with his long f'
"Me 'air won't stay
he wailed. I asked hina
setting his hair. "No, I juat
it and let it dry. But Peter
a drier 'cause his is curJt
frizzes up."

HO-TEL'
AN ESTABLISHMENT PROVIDING
BEDROOMS, BATH, ETC., AND USUALLY FOOD,
FOR THE ACCOMMODATrON OF TRAVELERS.
D U R ETCS. A R E FAB U LO U S

The first g reat etc. you notice at Sherman House I s where we are. Right
11mack In one of the most exciting .places In the .world-ever-changing
downtown Chicago. Then there are ates. like our Well-Of-The-Sea, world
renowned sea-food restaurant ,
College Inn, America's first supper
club , ... Celtic Room, meeting place of politicians and celebrities
1 600
rooms and suites from $9.00, etc. But so much more than Just a ho-tel!
,

•

• • •

B H E R. M A N H O 'tJ' S l!J
Downtown Chicago'• Only Drllfe-ln Hotel-Randolph, Clark, LaSalle
Gerald S. Kaufman, Preaident and Managing Director
For rHervation1:

312/FR Z-2100

TWX 312J22Z-o&3t

"GAWD, NO," c
ply.
Tummy-ache and al�
Gordon opened their
show a few minuted
Tall, tousled-hair41
his "red-headed born
kick humoro9tiJJ plied
ence through 12 num
" Long ago in daya
there lived a knight.
very bold . . . ," sang
Gordon.
FROM THE winp
a blue spotlight cent.et
and thought over m
with the two t a reylows.
"You'i:e a nice b'
had told me in the
stairs before tile pe
And as I watc
gyrate in song before
- I thought to mvwlf.
.two . are "ertamly
· cats." .
•
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Exam Schedule
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 22, 1 967
,p. m.-A ll sections of E n g l ish 1 2 0 a n d

A 0)1impsr . . .
At ID4r Ja:st

220

SATURDAY, FEB. 25

40 Years A go

ll.m.- 1 0:00 cl asses
:40 t.m .-5:00 c l a sses
p.m.-2;00 cl asses

TO STAND or not to stand
that is the que!ltion which comes
to many of us in our various
classes. In some classes we must
stand when the instructor calls
our name.
An absent-minded fellow may
suffeF terribly because he doesn't .
remember the procedure of his
class.

MONDAY, FEB. 27
e.m.- 1 1 :00 c l asses
1 :40 .e.m.- 1 2 :00 c l asses
p. m .- 1 :00 cl asses

TUESDAY, FEB. 28
lm.-8:00 c l asses
:40 lt.m .-Float A classes
p.m.-4;00 c l asses
p. m.-9:00 classes

•

l.m.-6:00 cl asses
1 :40 i.m.-F loat B cl asses
p.m.-3 :00 cl asses

hter, Mom Both Students
is an Eastern stu

ool. There is noth
about that. -

D and Cheryl are
y enrolled at East-

Southern for a
t to raise my fam
ined
Mrs.
Reed.
years ago I decid-

Cheryl is a junior· majoring in
speech. She, along with the rest
of the family, helps Mom by .
sharing some of the housework
in their Charleston home.

for financial ·
year's use can be
at Buzzard House by
tions

20 Years A go

ed to return to school so I could
teach. It's something I wanted
to do for a long time."
WHEN ASKED if she has en
joyed school at Eastern, Mrs.
Redd, who plans to teach sixth
grade, said, "Yes, very much,
and I look forward to teaching.
·
too."

[lsowever, her dauwill probably be
teaching there also.

•

Cinderella's fairy godmother
must have smiled upon the girls
and their genius for converting
a sordid gymnasium into a verit
able fairyland for their formal
dance Saturday evening.
Festivities
opened
with
a
grand march, and tµneful fox
trots and waltzes were stimuli to
arouse the enthusiasm
of the
crowd.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1

g student teaching

•

Page
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In Psychology

Master's Program Possible
The psychology department,
which ju'st last fall began offer
ing a major, is moving rapidly
toward instituting a Master of
Arts program.
Parviz Chahbazi, department
head, does not foresee any diffi
culties in getting approval to be
gin the program next fall.

uled to be offered, was recently
approved
by the Curriculum
Committee of the College of Let
ters and Sciences.
The request must now pass
through the Council on Academic
Affairs and the Council of Grad
uate Studies before final ap
proval is given.

A REQUEST to begin the pro

calls for 48
hours of academic study, of
which a minimum of 32 must be
in psychology. The remaining
hours must be taken in mathe
matics, physics or zoology.
A thesis or research project
will also be required of a student
pursuing this course of study.

·

·

THE

gram, along with a complete out
line of courses tentatively sched-

Garret DeRuiter, instructor of
art, has -received a special merit
award for two jewelry objects
in the Mid-States Craft Exhibi
tion at Evansville, Ind.

S N Y D E R ' S
J EWELRY STORE

The. award-winning pieces in
clude a sterling silver punch
ladle and a sterling pendant. The
crafts show in the Evansville
Museum of Arts will continue
through Mar. 12.

nothing tastes
like 7·Up but
7·Up

PROGRAJ\f

·

Art Awa rd Given

I have just finished my term
paper. It's supposed to be about
Shakespeare, and boy, what a
paper!
I GOT in the stuff about
Shakespeare
plus
a
diatribe
against the Chicago Tribune and
a membership plug for the Chez
Doty Lunch Club. I remembered
the cardinal principle, "Keep it
witty and charming." Little mor
on stories make
term papers
hilarious.

Diamonds, Watches, Rings
and Silverware
SOUTH SIDE OF SQUARE

I

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIO
1112

Division

Cha rleston, I l linois
Ph one DI

5-5062

For Complete Confidential Service
Bank With

·

COLES COUNTY·
NATIONAL BANK
Talk with us about our econom ical

and oh, how the

others

have tried

Checking Accounts

''SEVEN·UP" AND "7·UP" AA£ REGISTERED TRAOEMAAKI
IOENTlfYINla TH� PROOUCT Of THE iEVUl·UP COMPAllf

The Country School

you have a portrait
d to the papers with
r lhiouncem ent?
clalize in portraits of
who are altar-bound.

�Ir

ncement portraits
Wedding Formals
plete Picture Stories
of the wedding

-"ill'I>- .

in now • • • get
inted . . . ask for your
of our bride's booklet.

ram Studio 1
CHARLESTON

WISHES YQU THE BEST . OF LUCX DURING FINALS, AND HOPES YOU
HAVE AN ENJOYABLE QUARTER BREAK!
ENJOY OUR

I

I

I

I

•

Chicken Dinners

•

Countryburgers

•

Cheeseburgers

•

Onion Rings

•

Fries

•

Hamburgers

•

Soft Drinks

Corner of Lincoln Hwy. & I st St.

11

Open 8 A.M.

-

1 1 P.M.
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I nterviews Pla n ned
nary investigation.
AS A RESULT of the audit
commission's report, Kerner, · in
December, appointed the three
.man committee to determine the
validity of the charges.
The audit commission probe
did �ot attempt to prove or dis
prove the allegations.

( C ontinued from page 1 )
also plans to interview contract
ors, persons who have made the
charges and representatives of
the administration when they
visit the campus.
The charges stemmed original
ly from anonymous letters sent
to faculty members and state
legislators. The Illinois Legisla
tive Audit Commission followed
up the charges with a prelimi-

Instead it concentrated in com
bining
charges
from
various
sources
which
included
Jon
Woods, former News editor and
now city editor of the Decatur
Herald ;

'GUITARS

GERALD T. Cravey,
former
Physical Plant director; James
M. Thompson,
former
faculty
member; and more than 10 "re
sponsible citizens" who preferred
to remain anonymous.

Amplifiers
And
Accessories

Will said that the governor's
committee will attempt to arrive
at definite conclusions concern
ing the questions of procedure
followed in the taking of bids
and the letting of contracts in
addition to the quality of work
manship and construction.

ON THE SQUARE

WESTERN AUTO
"More F o r Your Money"

Feeling LOW LOWER LOWEST with Florida etc. (momenta r
i ly) out of bounds (or just too far away)? Why not try a
trip to Mars, Middlearth or the Moors? You CAN get away
Take a book break
from it a ll "our way" right away! �
•

.!_oday at

.

Pi l l I nformation Now Ava i lable

Vice Presiden t
Being Sought
An ad hoc faculty committee
is searching outside the Univer
sity. for candidates for the posi
tion of vice president for instruc
tion, which will be vacated Aug.
.31 , upon the retirement of Hobart
F. Heller.
The committee is being ·chaired
by Robert Y. Hare, director of
the School of Music.
The committee has asked fac
ulty members who know of per
sons who are suitable candidates
to contact Hare. 'rhe application
deadline is April 1.

De ba te rs Rea ch
Q u a rter- Fi n a l s
Eastern's senior division de. bate team was eliminated in the
quarter finals of the Southern
Mississippi
Tournament
this
weekend.
The team of Ron Kanoski and
Kayla -Bower was defeated
by
Bethany N azerene ( Okla. ) after
compiling a 4-2 preliminary rec
ord.
In the junior division Maurice
Snively and Rich Whitman also
turned in a 4-2 preliminary mark ·
for Eastern.

THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP
"Across from Old Main"

month of the request for the p '
According to Dr. Jerry ll 1
director of the Health Cen
prescriptions for the pill sho
be obtained one month before
wedding date.

Lefler To Lecture
A t U. ·Of 1-lqwaii

"IF PROPERLY used, the
is 99 per cent effective," he
"It is by far the most medi
acceptable means of birth con
at the present time.
"However, the Health Se
only prescribes the pill and
not dispense it."

Glenn Q . Lefler, head o f the
physics
department,
will be a
lecturer in physics at the Uni
versity of Hawaii during a six
week summer term starting June
19.
President Quincy Doudna has
announced that P. Scott Smith,
professor of physics, will head
the department on
an
interim
basis.
Lefler will teach.an undergrad
uate course
in electricity and
electromagnetism with electrical
laboratory at Hawaii, which has
a regular academic year enroll
ment of 18,000 students. -

B usiness Fra t
Chooses Q ueen

" TOM J O N E S "

Mary Ann Gunn, sophomore
fro.m Newton, has been named
1967 Rose Queen of Delta Sigma
Pi, professional business frater
nity.

Newest Style

Take a Yellow Cab

-.

I

H . I . S . SHI RTS

Moonlight Bowling

Spring

EVERY SATU RDAY
1 1 P.M.

-

To church, town,
tra i n or plane.

Sportswea r

bus,

ALWAYS QUICK SERVICE

Avai l a bl e

- Two Phones

I A.M.

290 LI NCOLN
OPEN 9-5

Open Bowling Wednesday lhru Sunday.

5-4444
5'.'5050

6 DAYS

Bring A Dale - Come Oui And

CHARLESTON JAYCEES

Enjoy The Fun.

and EASTERN N EWS

BEL-AIRE LANES

Theatre .Grou
Presents First
Albee Work
Edward Albee's first play
be presented tonight at
O'Clock Theatre in the Fine
Building. "Zoo Story," the
surdist playwright'� attack
merican optimism, is co
ed by some critics to be Al
finest work.

A

During the year, Mrs. Gunn
will represent the fraternity at
all official functions and will be
entered in a national contest to
compete with nominees from over
140 chapters for the title of Na
tional Rose Queen.

The Heritage

I n honor of Father George, why not a ra mble down the
highways a n d byways of history (your own) or would
Daily Life in Ancient Rome sti l l refresh · you more? (We
can't bottle sunshine, but let us evoke it for you) . . . daily
9-5, Saturday 1 2-4.

Information on and prescrip
t.ions for birth control pills are
currently available at the Clini
cal Services Building for women
planning marriage within one

·

THE CAST
sists of two Charlest.i,)11
School seniors who won
place in the . Robinson S
Contest with their renditiatl
They are Glenn Gabbanl
Mark Riegel, both seniore..
one-act was directEd by
Taylor,
speech
instructlll
Charleston High School.

The student chapter al
American Marketing As
plans to attend the sixth
"Marketing Theory in
Conference at St, LouW.
today.
The conference will be a
bination program by I
the marketing a rea and
terviews with firms in se
employees will be held.

The deadline for con
to Vehicle 1967, No. 2,
changed to March 31,
to Anthony Griggs Ve
editor. It was origi alQI A

�

invite you to

Discover
Miss America

I Block North Of Wilb Walkers
I

WANTED!
Re present
for

and win
A new transistor portable radio

GIFTS TO GIVE
FROM EASTERN

BA SIC RULES FOR CONTESTANTS
1. Must be single nnd between 1 8 and 28 years of age. 2. Must be a hjgh
,
school gntduate by Sept . I.
3. Contestant must display a three-minute talent
routine .
4. Contt>stant must be a resident of Illinois.

I

We have added EIU Jewelry by
Lindar to our line. We also have
Eastern stamp and sealing wax
sets. EIU pen sets -- a great gift
for a graduate.

nomi nate

Ap ply Box 1

Street
City

State

---�---

�------

as a candidate for her local Miss America pre l i m i nary

$ 1 .00

Street
City

State

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

CONTEST RULES
1 . Qualified candidates will be invited to ,,.a preliminary judging

�

�

Pa ty, wher

or a Pepsi
ocal contest.
,
pron1oters
and the

they will be screened as posslble · finalists for the

This screenmg will be conducted by
selection of their ju<lges will be f\nal.

the

local

contest

1

2. A person '� ho nominate� a c-andidate who

Mar-Chris Campus Shop
Across From Pem Hall

7 MINI-BUR

My name is

wins the Jot•al contf'!st wilC re
ceive a tran 1stor portable radio. In the event that more than one pe . on
nominate
this winner,_ a drawing will be helrl to determine who the ..
fi
.
ctal Nominator" an<l prize winner will be.

�

�

�;

�
l

3. Contest is op en to all residents of the U ited States, except present em
.
pJayees of Pepsi-Cola Company: and its Bott ers, their advertising agencff"S
.
or this newspaper, an<l their immediate families, All entries become th
Property of the local contei;t promoter and none will be returned.
4. E·ntries muet be received by the E astern
COUJ>On t o Rill Moser, Editor, Eastern Xe-ws.

�

XewM

by

March

1

'

8end
•

B reakfast An
Open 6:00

DRIVE

t h i8

JCT 1 6

& 1 30

piers To Host
Championship
nrsity

wrestlers

final season record

a win last weekprepare for the
ionshitJ which will
this year.
ionship is scheduled
Mar. 4, in Lantz
figures to be a full
tling competition.
begin at 11 a.m.
,

·

STATE, which won
hip last year and
tern for first 'two
res to once more
pionship wrapped

kato
gan.

State

and

Eastern
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Michi

PANTHER
COACH
Harold
"Hop" Pinther picked the Red
birds for first but said, "It could
go any way.
You
just
never
know what the outcome could
be."

Last
Saturday
the
varsity
brought its· regular season rec
ord to a respectable 6-5 mark
with a 26-15 win over conference
foe, Western Illinois, in Lantz
Gym.

"l'he Panthers won the first
four events before the �ather
necks began to come baek. But
Lonn Ipsen, junior from Anti0ch,
and Russ Benjamin, senior from
Monticello, posted wins in. the
final two classes to insure .the
victory.

IPSEN WRESTLES in the 19'1
lbs. class and won on a deci
sion while Benjamin pitJ.ned his
opponent in
the
heavywei ht
c1ass.
Other Eastern winners were
Jerry Rankin, sophomore from
Rock Island, in the 115 lbs. clas s ;
R a y Cummings, sophomore from
Urbana, ·in the 123 lbs. class;
Dennis Phegley, junior from In
dianapolis, Ind., in the 130 lbs.
class; and Jerry Nyckel, junior
from Bellwood, in the 145 lbs.
class.

k

night following the
etball game, the in
llasketball champion
be played. !The consola
will precede the varnight the Hernandoes
the Sig Pi's and
the
met the Delta Sig's
winners facing each
the [lhampionship game
night.
NIGHT Omoc played
·

ued on page 15 )

Lyle
Honnold,
senior
from
Decatur, tied in the 152 lbs.
class, and Larry Kanke, junior
from Rock Island, also tied, in
the 177 lbs. class.
The junior varsity picked up a
win over the Leathernecks by
downing the visitors, 31-13.

I psen All T h e Wa y
Lonn Ipsen, wrestling a t 1 9 1 lbs., seems
to be crushing his opponent a s he g rimaces
under l psen's hold. Ipsen won the match on a
·

President Quincy
received
Sachs,

a

letter

president

Doudna
from
of

has

Jerome

Illinois

Teachers College Chicago North,

Editorial Ca ught Off Base
By Dave Kidwell

HE INITIAL mistake is right in the
iiu'agraph. It said, "Eastern's phil
y in regard to athletics
has
been,
e past, not to subsidize one group of
ts out of other students' fees."
This has NEVER been our philoso}Ught now each student pays $ 1 0
rter for student fees which are
subsidize music, speech, athletics,
and a few other activities.
But Eastern's philosophy has been to
'ze athletics because the P.E.
de
ent gets three-fourths of the $ 1 0
.tudent pays. I s this not subsidizing
groups out of student fees ?
Now I have a question. to ask of the
rial. It argues against paying for ath
'because only 300 students went to a
last week. Then how does it j u stify
ents having to pay for other activities
tnusic and speech when only a couple
n attend these functions ?

I DIDN'T HA VE to read much farther
re I found another error. · This mistake
of a factual nature. It said the Stu

aculty Athletic Board recommended
0 athletes be given half-rides.
Wrong again. The conference propos
this, not the Athletic Board, and the
her was 100 half rides, not 200, and
VER over 100 half rides at one time.
It then said the half rides would pay
n, but Eastern · doesn't charge tuition.
$77.50 is technically termed fees, not
o n . Another error, right ?
·

STATED that last year an !n
ational House was refused · because of
idizing a particular group out of stufees. But the house would be a com-

Photo

By

Larry Maddox

decision a n d clinched a nother victory for the
g rapplers against Western I l l i nois. Eastern fin·
ished the regular season with a 6-5 record.
·

I TCCN I n d icates I nterest I n l lAC

- Pu nts - Freeth rows

ought I would keep quiet about
'aid for awhile, but after last week's
"al irondemning athletic aid, I feel a
"staken facts must be corrected so
er is not led astray.

.

munity and university project and not
strictly an Eastern organization, so nat
urally student fees could not pay for this.
The editorial then raised the question
of how students could pay for athletic · aid
when they can't afford to buy their text
books. When talking in terms of buyi�g
textbooks, you're talking in the range of
$ 1 00 a year.
When talking of
financing
athletic
aid, you're talking · in terms of only $ 1 0 a
year. It's very simple to see how students
cannot afford textbooks but could afford
athletic aid when the ratio is 1 0 to 1 .
THE AUTHOR was disturbed because
a few athletes may transfer or flunk out
and lose the students $600 per athlete. But
did he ever stop to think the state is losing
$ 1 ,200 per year for every student that
leaves school ? This money is coming out
of your parents' pockets, too.
The caption under the editorial picture
of the new fieldhouse implied · that the
P.E. department was barking up the wrong
tree when it claimed it is poverty-stricken.
Who ever said anything about poverty
stricken ?
They need the money only to keep up
and compete · equitably with the other
schools we compete with, and not because
the physical education department is bank
rupt.
AND THE LANTZ Building cost only
$3.6 million, not $4.5 million, as it said un
der the picture.
Another factual
error
which was so common in the editorial.
The real clincher was the statement
saying, "if it ( Lantz Bui lding) doesn't at
tract athletes to Eastern, nothing will."
Oh, c'mon now. The gym may be a selling
point but a boy who needs aid wouldn't
even glance at the building.
The editorial may have reached first
base, but as we say in baseball, it's j ust
been "picked off."

indicating that the school would
like to be considered for associate
membership in the Interstate In
tercollegiate Athletic Conference.
Associate conference members
are something Eastern is looking
into to see if it would be feasible
to permit · other schools to enter
the IIAC and participate on a
conference basis in only a few
sports which the school offers:

DOUDNA SAID he had writ
ten letters to Chicago North and
its counterpart, Chicago South,
asking if they would be interest
ed in joining if the conference
woul_d approve such a move.
Chicago North
is
the
only
school which has formally answer
ed. it competes
in
only
five
sports at the present time. These
five are cross country, basket
ball, baseball, tennis and golf;
At the present time there is
a committee formed to explore
the constitutional changes
re
quired if associate members were
allowed to enter the IIAC.

THE CO M M ITTEE
members
are Walter Lowell, director of
the School of Health and Physi
cal Education ; Tom Katsimpalis,
athletic director ; and William
Zeigel, faculty representative for
athletics.

Lowell stated that he is in
favor of associate members if
something can be worked out.
"'I think associate members are
a good possibility, especially the
three Chicago schools," he said.
The schools Lowell is referring
to, besides Chicago North, are
Chicago South and U. of 1.-Chi
cago Circle campus. He went on
to say, "We know these schools
are going to grow rapidly as will
their athletic programs. "

KATS I M PALIS
hesitated
to
say
anything
about
associate
members until the present ath
letic aid proposal was voted on
at the IIAC May meeting.
But he did say, "It is �ome
thing which must be taken up
by the conference and agreed on
by the conference. · You can't
knock it until you look into it."
LOWELL INDICATED that he
would like to see the conference
built up to seven teams using
the nucleus we have, plus these
three Chicago area schools to
provide the seven-team confer
ence.
"The associate members could
not compete for tbe All-Sports
Championship but could compete
for championships in any indi
vidual sports," he said.

Photo by Scott Redfield

Are We I n Fi rst?
An i nterested student stops to check the intramural bulletin
board to see if his team is i n first place. Over 600 men partici
pated on 1 1 1 intramural basketball teams this w i nter.
In a l l
there were seven IM sports i n which t h e m e n could participate.
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Co-ed Statistician · invades Press Box

McCabe Named Acting AD
William J. McCabe, Eastern
varsity baseball coach for the
past four years, has been named
acting director of athletics for
the 1967-68 school year.

By Dave Kidwell
The old saying,
"a woman's
place is in the home," has been
struck down lately as members
of the fairer sex · invade areas
which have been pre9ominately
considered a man's world.
Judy Kallal; junior from Car
linville, is one of these "pioneer"
women who has helped strike
down these barriers by invading
the press box at all home basket
ball games as a statistician.

McCabe, a native
of
Green
Bay, Wis., has served as acting
athletic director during two sum
mer leaves o,f absence taken by
Tom Katsimpalis. Katsimpalis is
taking a year's leave so as to
work on his doctorate at Colo
rado State College, Greeley, Colo.
A FOR M ER professional base
ball player with the Chicago Cub
organization, McCabe came to
Eastern in 1962 from Franklin
College, Franklin, Ind. where he
was athletic director, baseball
and basketball coach, and head
of the men's physical education
department from 1955 to 1961.
In addition to playing experi
ence as a professional, he also
scouted for the old St. Louis
Browns and Baltimore Oriol�s.
He has written a number of arti
cles dealing with baseball which
have appeared in the Athletic
Journal.
In his three years as
head
baseball coach at Eastern,
Mc
Cabe's teams have compiled
a

·

William McCabe
53-25 record for all games and
a 19-15 conference mark.
His
1964 club was the Area IV rep
resentative in the NAIA College
World Series at St. Joseph, Mo.
He received his bachelor's and
master's
degrees
from
State
University of Iowa. He is cur
rently finishing work on his doc
torate at Indiana University.

Patronize Your News Advertisers

Professiona l Ca reers in Ca rtog raphy
CIVI LIAN EMPLOYMENT with t h e U . S . AIR FORCE
CREATING AEROSPACE PRODUCTS
Minimum 1 20 semester hours college credit including 5 hours

college level math. The required math must include at least 2
of the following : college algebra, trigonometry, analytic geom
etry, · differential calculus, integral calculus, or any course for
which any of these is a prerequisite.
Equivalent e xp e rie nce
acceptable. Training program. Openings for men and women.
A pplication and further information forwarded on request.

WHAT HAS always been con
sidered a taboo area for women,
the members of the press at
Eastern have become accustomed
to seeing Judy take her place
high up in new Lantz Gym.
When the season started, I
was keeping statistics by myself
but after one
game
of
shot
nerves and 26 missed rebounds,
it was decided that I needed an
assistant and Judy answered the
call.
While the rest of us are paid,
Judy has shown up for every
game "free gratis." Her jc;>b con
sists of keeping all individual
rebounds and fouls, a job which
demands a person know more
about basketball than the. aver
age fan who just comes to cheer.

Statistician Judy Kallal, Eastern News Sports Editor
Kidwell a nd Sports I nformation Director Tom Hoppin all
g l u m faces d u ring a halftime break in Satu rday's game
Central Michigan. Judy seems to be right at home in be
Eastern's loss to the Chips.

WHEN ASKED how she felt
about the job, she said, "It's
nice to break into the press box
but sometimes you feel you don't
really belong up there. Predomi
nately it's a man's world."
To prove her ability as a stat
istician, the last game against

Central Michigan there were 72
missed shots and Judy accounted
for 7 1 rebo�nds. A figure which
is next to impossible to come by,
even for · an experienced male.
Since she took over her job
early in December, the conversa
tion and game comments among
the working
press have
been
"cleaned up" 100 per cent.

Clark's
Cleaners

JUDY DOES admit,
though,
that. she likes her job very much.

WRITE: College Relations (ACPCR)
Hq Aeronautical Chart & I nformation Center,_
8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63 1 25
An equal opportunity employer

C U STOM ARROWS

It Wa s A Sa d Ga m e . . .

Charleston, I l l .

CREASEY & DAVIS ARCHERY

Dia l 5-43 1 3

South on First Road West on Route 1 6

We honor Midwest Credit

R. R. 4, CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

C a rds.

Phone 345-24 1 0

That night she will
press room hostess s
press where to sit u
serving food at half ·
passing out halftime s

Office Machine
Service

74 1 6th St.

BOWS

TYPEWRITER

REPAIRS

AND

SALES - RENTALS
B U S I N ESS MACHI NES
Charleston

3 1 6 Fifth St.

" I don't think there'll
worse tnan an ignor&ne
when it comes to sporta.
ing to learn another
basketball now-staf

SHE DOES have one
tion which separatd
the male section of the
in that she says, "I do
view of the basket
which no one else in
box has-they are a
some team."

345-2522

Pick up and delivery daily

LEATHER GOODS

S U PPLIES

Parking for customers

THE WOOD SHED
Antiques and Gifts

Your Degre e And A Job
Wil l Buy A

1 967 C H EVRO LET
Nothing Down

36 M on th s To Pay
Of Cou.rse, It's

•

•

Lindley C hevrolet C o.
"HOME OF THE FINE TECHNICIANS".

Furniture R epair a nd Refinishing
Butch and Mary Galbreath

33 1 N. Fifth St.
Charleston,

Phone 345-2966

BROOKINS DONUT & SNACK S
7TH

& VAN BUREN

SERVING:

e
e
e
e
e

Donuts a nd Assorted Rolls
Breakfast
Sandwiches
Cold Pop i n cartons to go
PLATE LUNCH DAILY

Open 24 hours except closed 2 p.m .-7 p.m.

e

PIZZA JOE'S
PROMPT PHONE SERVICE
PIZZA DELIVERED TO
- YOUR ROOM -

Call DI 5-2844

•
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T racksters L.o se;
-Va rsity Victorious
or

k

closed its winter
n last Friday ni ht
�
to Central Michigan

Face
uw Today

ers

iY!lrsity
swimmers
their regular season
t today at DePauw
stle, Ind. Following
the tankers are idle
ltnference championr, Central Michigan
lutference meet which
Jlriday and Saturday,
4. Last year the Pan
. hed
last while West
is jl!Aptured first:
WEEK the
Panthers
third in a triangular
first place
Winner
lllini and Illinois State.
unkin picked up the
t.

nior from Evanston won
rd backstroke in 2 :23.1.
's record now stands at
fBESHM EN
extended
ord to a perfect 3-0
easy win over Illinois
-36. The Cubs wind up
on in the Indiana State
al Mar. 11.
Cubs picked up eight
tnd two seconds in regis
their third win. The 36
t9red ,aga�I1�t the1t1 were
t thus far this year.

THE FIN AL two meets are on
the spring quarter agenda. Wed
nesday, Mar. 15, Bradley invades
Lantz Fieldhouse, and then Mar.
18, the tracksters close the year
in the NAIA District 20 meet at
Macomb.
Ag.ainst Central Michigan the
lack of depth shqwn through as
the Panthers took only three
firsts and four seconds.
Gary Hale, junior from Loving
ton, took first in the high jump
with a 6'2" mark. John Craft
captured the broad jump with a
23'3" mark. The final first was
obtained by Bill Dortch, junior
from Mundelein, in the 220-yard
dash in 23.4.
THE
NON-VARSITY
fared
better Saturday morning as it
dumped Greenville College's var
sity squad, 85-28.
The JV's won first in all but
five events and swept the first
three places in five of the
13
events.
Lindsey
Hickman, 'freshman
from Springfield, paced the Cubs
with wins in the 440-yard dash
and 220 -yard dash.
His times
were :49.6 and :23.3 respective
ly.
OTHER FIRST place winners
were James Ping, freshman from
Effingham, in the shot put;
Larry Mayse, freshman from
Springfield, in the mile; Leonard
Magers, freshman from Paris,
in the high jump ;
Gregory
Crockett,
freshman
from East St. Louis, in the 60yard dash; James Mills, soph
omore from Georgetown, in the
60-yard high hurdles ; John Har
rison, freshman· from Robinson,
in the pole vault; and Dike Stir
ret, freshman :from Seymour, in
the two-mile run. The mile relay
team also picked up a first.

Gym n asts C lose
With Vi cto ry
A win last weekend boosted
Coach Bob Hussey's gymnasts to
a season-ending record of .500
as the squad now prepares for
the upcoming championships held
at Western Illinois Friday and
Saturday, Mar. 3 and 4.
The Panthers finished the reg
ular season with an 8-8 record
by
whipping
Cincinnati
U .,
147.20-104.55.
BOB MELLEMA, senior from
Waterford, Mich., once again
paced Eastern with four firsts
and the top spot in the all-around
point-getting totals.
Mellema won first in the high
bar, long horse vault, parallel
bar and still rings. The Panthers
swept first in all events with Ed
Cheatham, Don Sabey and Butch
Vogelsang picking up the re
maining first place spots.
Cheatham, junior from Wood
River, won in the floor exercise ;
Sabey,
sophomore
from
Mt.
Prospect, continued his domin
ance of the side horse with an
other first; and Vogelsang, jun
ior from Mattoon, nabbed first
on the trampoline.
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Cagers End Season Against
Lewis T omotrow In Lantz
The basketball season, which
began Dec. 1 at Southeast Mis
souri, finally comes to a close
tomorrow night in Lantz Gym
when the Panthers face Lewis
College. Tip-off time is 8 p.m.

seven of the last 10 contests be
tween the two schools.
EARLIER THIS year Eastern
edged the Lewis College team by
a 83-81 score. A win would give
Eastern the same number of vic
tories, seven, as last year's squad
The Panthers battled through . compiled.
a rough season with only a 6-17
Bill Carson continues to lead
record to date. Ineluded in these
the team in scoring with an av
losses were a few hard luck de
erage of 1'5.1, followed by Don
feats and a few games in which
Templeman
at 13.3. Carson has
Eastern was outclassed.
pulled down 208 rebounds for
CONFERENCE leader Illinois
an average just under 10 per
State whipped the Panthers here
contest.
by only three, Southeast Missouri
Last week the Panthers faeed
edged Eastern by only one, and
Central Michigan here and Jost
Mankato State eked out a two
86-65. Carson, a junior from A'.1point victory after blowing a 19
bion, and Paul Craig, a soph
.point lead.
Anna-J onesbor-0,
omore
from
Highly rated Indiana State
each had 12 points to lead ·in
rolled over the cagers twice, but
scoring.
these two contests were the only
THE PANTHER S faced West
ones in which Eastern was not
ern Illinois last night, but re
close sometime during the
40
sults could not be obtained by
minutes.
press time.
Lewis_ College is a team which
the Panthers have dominated for
the past five years, winning

M OTT'S

Tita n s Sweep Two IM S po rts
The Titans won two out of
three games from Tau Kappa
Epsilon to capture first place in
the intramural volleyball cham
pionships held last Friday night.
The Titans swept the regular
season play with a perfect rec
ord as did the Teke's in their
division. Phi Sigma Epsilon beat
the Hernand oes for third place.
THE TIT ANS picked up an
other championship with a 6-2
win over Sigma Pi in the water
polo competition. Once again the
Titans went through an unde
feated regular season in advanc
ing to the championship.

Page

The Phi Sig's beat the Her
nandoes for third place.
MONDAY NIGHT the bowl
ing finals were completed but re
sults could not be obtained by
press time.
The four participating teams
were the Teke's, Sig Pi's, Norse
men and Titans.

BARBER SHOP

51 0

Monroe

Just off the Sq u a re

SNYDER'S DONUT SHOP
A l l The C offee Y o u C a n Drink - 1 0c
Donuts, Maple Squ ares, Cream-filled Bismarks
FREE PARKING

Also Snack Shop
y night the Hogs played
6 Stealers for the cham
"p of the Class C league.

Serving Breakfast a nd Sandwiches All Day
6 a.m. to 1 a.m. Monday - Friday
6 a . m . to Noon Satu rday
5 p.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday
SPECIAL ORDERS FOR PARTIES

could not be obtained by

time.

Little Venice

AMERICAN AND ITALIAN FOODS - STEAKS
PIZZA - SPAGHETTI - SHRIMP -- SANDWICHES
,
ITALIAN BEEF SANDWICHES

745 Sixth

KATER CLEANERS

Ph. DI

DELIVERY S E RVICE
4:30 p.m·

.•

5-301 7

1 :00 a.m. Except Monday

Free Pickup-Delivery on m ost ite ms
Special S e rvice

JUDY AIDS

I n by

9

-

Out by

ATTE NTI O N : I n dustrial And Vocati onal E duca
tion Students

·

5

Choose A Career As A Chicago Teacher

OPEN 7-5:30 - 6 DAYS
704 JACKSON

DI 5-6336

A BETTER
CHANCE

.

•

Promotion From Within
System

Liberal Pension

Professional Growth

Paid Sick Leave

Opportunities For Extra
I ncome

Tenure After 3 Years

.

CHICAGO PUBLIC SC HOOLS

SEE THEM

wi l l h ave rep resentatives at the I l l inois Voca

AT

KING BROS.
OOK STORE

Excellent Salary
$6,000 u p

tio n a l - Association Conventio n, Pere Ma rquette
Hotel, Peo ria, MA RCH 2,

The Charleston National Bank
Charleston, Illinois

"The Shop Of

A Full Service B a n k

lhoughtf ul Gifts"

W e welcome student accou nts
The bank with the time and temperature sign

3, 4, 1 967

to discuss teaching opportu nities ava i l a b l e
NOW A N D I N S E PTEMB E R,

1 967

Stop by for a n interview or write for information
ASST. SUPT. I N CHARGE OF VOCATIONAL EDU CATION
Chicago Public Schools - Room 634
228 N. LaSa lle Street
Chicago, I l li n ois

60601
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P i n k Pa nther Pra n ce

A Night At The Game

Tem plema n Brea ks

Co rrena D rives
Photo

By

Bill

Kaczor

P itch And Catch

Photo by Betty O'Neal

An Ea g e r Sta rt

T h e La st H u rra h

